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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW:   VAUGHN TAYLOR       
Saturday, July 18, 2015       
 
 

Q.  Nice round today.  Did you see that one coming? 

 

VAUGHN TAYLOR:  Yes and no.  My game's in good shape.  I just needed to make some 

putts.  I didn't putt too good the first two days, finally got some putts to go in. 

 

Q.  You've made seven of eight cuts on TOUR, seems like you're playing well if you 

just had opportunities, looks like?    

 

VAUGHN TAYLOR:  Yeah, for sure.  I keep writing for sponsor invites, trying to tell them 

that.  I just need some starts.  I'm playing well and I just look forward to every opportunity I 

get. 

 

Q.  You had a good run there on the back nine, especially I think with an eagle on 16.  

What went right for you there? 

 

VAUGHN TAYLOR:  I hit a 3-wood in there, just hit a really good shot, just landed perfectly 

and kind of caught the slope and ran down to about a foot.  That was a nice little tap-in. 

 

Q.  Especially the back nine, did you pick up anything from the previous two days that 

maybe you put towards today? 

 

VAUGHN TAYLOR:  I keyed into something with my putting on No. 6.  I just have been 

trying to figure it out and figure it out, and I think I've kind of figured out something.  So I 

started putting better the rest of the day, so it was nice. 

 

Q.  What was it that you sort of figured out? 

 

VAUGHN TAYLOR:  My hands were just a little too high, simple as that.  Just lowered them 

just a touch, really freed up the putter. 

 

Q.  Driving accuracy this week is really good.  Is that pretty much the key here? 

 

VAUGHN TAYLOR:  Yeah, you've got to be in the fairway.  You can't control the ball out of 

the rough, or it's hard to anyways.  Then with the greens kind of sectioned off, you've got to 

have spin on the ball to hold it in the section.  It's definitely an advantage to be in the 

fairway. 
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